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Anybody know much about these hings?
https://www.amazon.com/AVerMedia-Extreme-Streaming-Recorder-GC550/dp/B00Y3U01RU/ref=sr_1_2?
s=electronics&ie=UTF8&qid=1512222296&sr=1-2&keywords=record+your+pc+screen

How long do they record and what speeds are available? I'm looking for a way to records higher res Map data during 
an alert. I can do it with TV Elite Pro but the res is 640x480 and limited to  to 6 hours.

Also hoping for automatic actuation but manual would still provide a lot of great data. I may do this anyway but the info 
on it is sketchy. May not work with the Windows XP I use with the 42" monitor for the MADAR map of N. America.

http://www.avermedia.com/gaming/product/game_capture/live_gamer_extreme

======

Never tried it but it’s limitless recording.
May be worth having a look at it
Mario L.

======

If you want a free solution for screen video capture check this out.

Open Broadcaster Software | Home

Rick KD0OSS

======

Looks good, Rick. The device I mentioned might have outputs such as VGA and conversion, which would be nice. I 

want to record the live MADAR Map if we go into a special alert status but be able to archive the file, etc. Just like they 

do radar files. But they save two weeks at a time. Eithre way it would good to have the free version and mess with it 

and see how it goes.

Thanks.

======

The hardware you were looking at was HDMI in/out only.  Recording was via USB 3.0.  You 
would need both a video card and monitor with HDMI to use this device.  Your PC would also 
need USB 3.0.  This is require for faster speed.

Rick

======



One other thing Fran.  If all you are doing is looking for a way to record or playback the node 
map remember that all of that data is in the database already and time stamped.  Not to give 
any more work to Matt but it would be possible to add functionality to the map to replay activity 
starting from any date and time stored in the database.  You could even play it back at different 
speeds.  No sense re-recording data you already have.  Just a thought.

Rick

======

Oooh. Glad you told me. We can do this later when we get the priorities worked out. Thanks, Rick.

======


